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Introduction

● Effect of dynamic processes at different scales on users

● Data Set
– Chinese social network
– 19 M users , 199 M edges
– 2 years , 771 days , with time stamp of edge and node creation
–  650 K each , 8.2 edge and 3 M edges, merged. 
– Limited to 1000 friends

● Community level
– Moderate
– Sustained

● Network level
– Strong
– Short-lived



  

Scale of Dynamics 

● Individual users
– Link creation between users

– PA , users prefer to connect to high degree nodes

– PA as network grows in scale and matures

● Communities
– Impact of communities on users activities

● Networks
– Impact of networks on users activities



  

Main Findings

● shortly after joining => active in building links
● with network growth => link creation dominated by 

existing nodes

●  influence of the preferential attachment model weakens 
over time
– reduced visibility of each node over time

– Size ▲ awareness about high degree nodes ▼

–  PA on limited neighborhood



  

Main Findings

● Users in large Communities
– More active in link creation

– Stay active for longer time

● Using some community structure features
– The death of the community is predictable

● Network event
– Can increase the edge creation for a short time



  

Graph metrics over time



  

high-level structure of
our network solidifies very quickly



  

Dynamics of Edge Creation



  

Strength of Preferential Attachment



  

Observations

Decreasing of a  and two scenario

Super node based

Off-line friends based

In a node’s lifetime, edge creation rate is highest

shortly after joining the network and decreases over

Time.



  

Observations

• Edge creation in early stages of network growth is

175driven by new node arrivals, but this trend decreases

significantly as the network matures.

• While edge creation follows preferential attachment,

the strength degrades gradually as the network expands

and matures. =>>> we should combine a preferential attachment

component with a randomized attachment component



  

Community Evolution

● Dynamic community tracking is an NP-hard problem

● Detection: 
– using the incremental version of the Louvain algorithm

● communities from the current snapshot are used to bootstrap the 
initial assignments in the next snapshot.

● Tracking:
– Similarity-based Community 



  

Community Evolution Events

● Birth
– When a community A splits into multiple communities X1, X2...Xn, 

we designate Xj as the updated A in the new snapshot, where Xj is 
the new community who shares the highest similarity with A. We say 
that all other communities in the set were “born” in the new 
snapshot.

● Death
– if multiple communities merge into a single community A, we 

consider A to have evolved from the community that it shared the 
highest similarity with. All other communities are considered to have 
“died” in the snapshot.



  

Community Evolution Events

● Merge
– When at least two communities A and B at snapshot 

i contribute most of their nodes to community C at 
snapshot i + 1

● Split
– A is the highest correlated community to at least 

two communities B and C at snapshot i + 1.



  

Sensitivity Analysis



  

Community Statistics Over Time



  

Community Merging and Splitting



  

 Impact of Community on Users



  

Summary of Results

● Our social network displays a strong community structure, and the 
size of the communities follows the power-law distribution.

● The majority of communities are short-lived, and within a few days 
they quickly merge into other larger communities. These merge 
events can be reliably predicted using structural features and 
dynamic metrics.

● The membership to a community has significant influence on users’ 
activity. Compared to stand-alone users, community users create 
edges more frequently, exhibit a longer lifetime, and tend to interact 
more withpeers in the same community.



  

MERGING OF TWO OSNS



  

Summary of Results

● There were a large number of duplicate accounts between 
the two networks that become inactive immediately after 
the merge.

● Edges to new nodes quickly become the driving force 
behind edge creation.

● Despite user’s preference against external edges, the two 
networks very quickly merge into a single, well connected 
graph.
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